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Dance Concert held next weekend

By Suzanne Spoor

Castell,

'

"It's going to be a great chance to
get closer to dance." said Jill
a choreographer in the College of Wooster Dance Company,
about their spring concert Sinee the
show will be performed "three-fourtin the round" in Shoolroy
Theatre, the audience will be literally closer to the dancers, but it will be
able to get closer in another way.
Tuen-nerma- n,

X"

hs

Before each piece, the

choreographer will tell the audience
a little bit about the creative process
involved in her work. The purpose of
this is not to tell us how to watch the
dance, or what to see, but to give us
an idea of the thoughts that inspire a
choreographer.
Each of the five dances in the concert has a different creator. The
choreoeranhera are. in nrdi nf nr- formance. Lfia Fpwerbaugh, Cyndi

A'

e

Jill Tuenuermaji, Lua
and Traeey Kotouch. The artistic director is Kim Tritt, but this
show is completely student run. All
the choreography and production
decisions were made by the
students. Music for the dances
ranges from the Taking Heads to
ragtime to complete silence. Traditionally at Wooster, spring dance
concerts are more experimental and
informal than the fall concerts, and
this one is no exception. It will be an
exciting event for bojth performers
and audience. Performances win be
on Friday, February 28, and Saturday, March L at 8:15 p.m. and are
free to students at Wooster. Seating
win be limited, however, sinee the
show is in Shoolroy. Tickets can be
reserved by calling the Freedlander
Box Office at extension 2241.
In addition to the coneert.
members of the Company and

students of dance at Wooster will be
giving a lecture demonstration in
Lowry Pit on Wednesday, February
28, at 8:15 p.m.. The demonstration
win be on modern dance, and
previews of some of the concert
pieces may be shown at this time.

Ern-stta- hl

The College of Wooster Dance
Company holds seperate auditions
for each concert, but no audition is
necessary to simply be a member of
the Company. Anyone who is interested may get involved, and all
Company meetings are open to
students of the College. Company
members do everything from ushering, to stage crew, to costuming.

With so many opportunities
available, the Dance Company is a
great way to be active on campus.
.

Bernstein lecture Tuesday
By Susan Gale

Lionel Hampton and his orchestra win be performing this Saturday in
the Lowry Center Ballroom at 8 p.m. Saturday also often Steve Mehal
in Horn's as part of Spotlight Showcase and a free fame room.

Hampton performs
By Bob Murphy

Tomorrow night. February 22, will
be a special one here at the College
of Wooster, as the famous Lionel
Hampton and his Orchestra will be
performing in the Lowry Center

Ballroom. Also scheduled to enter
tain that evening is the Ohio State
University Jazz ensemble, all starting at 8:30 p.m. Admission is free,
and limited to all College of Wooster
students, faculty, staff, and their
families.
Lionel Hampton started perform
ing over fifty years ago, and has a
long tradition of heading exceptional
big bands. Hampton grew up in
Chicago, and first showed an interest in music during grade school.
He took up drums and percussion,
always with his own unique style,
which caused his teachers frequent
headaches. By the time he was in
high school, he had mastered both
the drums and the vibes, and he
moved out into the Chicago
nightclub scene, which was quite big
in the 1130's. After achieving some
success, he moved his base of opera
tions to Los Angeles, and in 1934, he
formed his first band. His groups
became famous for their pioneering
use of the "swing" sound, and were
among the most popular black jazs
bands in California.
In 1935, Hampton and the renown
ed clarinetist Bennie Goodman
made musical history as they com
bined the best players in both their

trra ft riir prl

that crossed the color lines. This
erouo turned out to be Quite popular.
and produced many hit songs of the
day. including the swing classics
"Dinah" and ?lf y Buddy." After do
ing this for some time, in 1940 Hamp
ton Droxe xrom tne group ana iorm-e- d
his own group again, and he has
worked more or less that way ever
since. He has toured extensively
throughout both Europe and the
United States, and has always kept
within his orchestra a strong supply
jazz, musicians.
of highest-echelo- n
His performances feature not only
the solos of his exceptional band
members, but also his remarkable
playing of the vibes. He has been active in education for blacks, and
holds Doctor of Music degrees from
three universities; Allen, Xaner,
andPepverdine.
For any fans of iazz or swing as
well as early rock, and people who
like to dance, this is a rare op
portunity to see one of Music's living
legends in a rare, intimate setung.

Richard J. Bernstein will be lecturing at Wooster on Tuesday,
February 25, at 8 p.m. in Lean Lecture Boom. Bernstein will be speaking on the question "Is Philosophy A
Historical Discipline?:' The title is a
ehanvfront4be tiUksted in-- tha
Wooster calendar of events.
Bernstein earned his B.S. from
Columbia University and his II .A.
and Ph.D from Yale University
where he later returned as an assistant and then associate professor of
Philosophy. He was such a popular
at Yale that when in
Srofessor
larch of 1965 he was denied tenure
for the second time, it set off student
deomonstrations on his behalf. The
students were upset because they
felt the University was determining
the faculty's qualifications by the
quantity of published material
rather than the quality of teaching.
Their demonstrations succeeded
in winning a review of the earlier

(Est

refusal to grant tenure to Bernstein.
However, the senior Philosophy professors, who had formally given him
their full support, took a new vote to
withdraw their support of Bernstein
for unknown reasons. Some thought
that it was a split between the
Philosophy professors over whether,
the speculative or analytical approach to Philosophy was better.
Finally, on March 10, Bernstein
himself closed the case and recommended that everyone go back to
work and the controversy at Yale
ended.
Bernstein then moved to Haver-for- d
College and is currently
teaching there. He has written many
books and articles on various sub- philosophy to politics. He
Jects fromguest
taught at many difiss also
ferent colleges and has received
many awards for his teaching. Bernstein will be speaking on Tuesday,
February 25 at 8 p.m. in Lean Lecture Room.

santgs

tafe Ml

By News Services
In her first solo recital in Wooster,
contralto Pamela Gore will present
a varied program ranging from

classical lieder to contemporary
works Friday, February 21, at 7:30
p.m. in The College of Wooster's

MackeyHaU.
Accompanying his daughter on
piano will be local resident Richard
T. Gore, professor emeritus of music
at the College, who retired as chairman of the music department and
Kettering professor of music in 1974.
The recital is free and open to the

public.

Selections to be performed include

Attention:
..
Due to the upcoming midterm, next
issue will be the Inst before the
break. The Voice stiff has many
I
tests and other academic committments, such as I.S., that are very important. The Staff apologises it this
causes any inconvenience, but asks Pamela Gore, and her father, wfil be
that you remember staff members performing
are stvJents also.
I

--

--

February 25.
A central figure in the formation!
ox national economic policy as preii
dent. Horn is also a nationally
known economist with an outstan
ding record in banking, business
teaching, and public policy. From
her experience as a leader in an oil
these areas, she offers unique
perspectives on national economic
g
and the operation on
the American economy. Following a
Puduc convocation address oni
Challenges Fa cine Economid
Policy Makers," Horn win explore a
variety of specific issues wittl
students and faculty in class and
seminar meetings.
interested students are invited to)
get to know Horn and talk with heri
Informally by signing up at the!
Lowry Center front desk for a lunch
conversation with her.
Students wfll also have an exeep-- i
tional opportunity to explore prof e4
sional roles and preparation for)
careers m banking, corporate!
g
ati
finance, and public
discussion seminar with Horn on
Careers in Banking and Publid
Policy" cosponsored by the Career
Planning and Placement Service ati
p.m. in the Faculty Lounge inl
policy-makin-

little-know- n
songs by
Schubert, Schumann's famous "A
Woman's Life and Love,"
British composer Georger
Butterworth's "A Shropshire Lad"
with texts by A.E. Houseman and
three songs by American composer
Daniel Pinkham. A group of
spirituals concludes the program .
Gore, who made her Carnegie Hall
Continued on Page 4 Lowry.

eight

20th-centu-

ry

Us

Karen N. Horn, President of the!
Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland
win be on campus in coniuction witbj
the Distinguished Seholar inj
Residence series sponsored by the
Dean of Student's office on Tuesday

policy-makin-
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Students want

The Inner Voice

ktf

Advertisements

We need to hnov them?"sports
My response. "Everything
to politics to religion to
from
rights for women and minorities to
what is available student organizations..."

gone fob far
Column By Ida Williams
One may have noticed that when the semester break
is over, even more things seem to get hauled back to
decorate and otherwise make bearable the dorms in
which we reside. Such an addition, in the form of a
television, has found its way into our room, and, unfortunately, has been used. Mindful, of course, of our
studies and committments, the thing somehow turns
itself on during the late evening hour- s- and won't turn
off!
One evening, one of many I must confess, I had
returned from studying to find my hapless roommate
practically held captive by the evil thing and the overwhelming force of the quality network programming. I,
only staying long enough to make sure she could escape
if necessary, rested my mind for a moment and relaxed
in what someone I know refers to as "bubblebum for the
mind." Bubble gum it wasn't. What I saw were commercials that seem to be getting progressively worse on
television, as well as other facets of the media.

The thing that really bothered me was the advertising. Out of five ads that I saw at that moment only one
was really selling what it was advertising. The others
were selling their products through seduction and emotional manipulation. Take, for example, the new string
of McDonalds' McDLT commercials. In them, we have
two lovers (Romeo and Juliet; two teens across each
and grabbing
other in a rollerskating rink, clawingdog
meeting his
a
to
be
teens
various other
boy from school) that have, at last, sigh, come together.
So, thank goodness, has the McDLT, which means the
beginning of a beautiful romance between burger and
frosting,
lettuce and tomato. The next ad was selling
was
husband,
a
presumably
man,
supposedly. In it a
visibly excited and thankful at a woman, presumably
his wife, who was making delicious cakes and
frostings. Of course, all you saw of her was her finger
running through frosting, flash to a very contented man,
flash to her licking her finger, flash to an exctied and
contented man...etc. I was appalled. The commercial
was sexist, degrading and unnecessary. It went to extreme bounds to prove that the frosting was bound to
then she could be happy too.
make him happy-a- nd
re-unit- ed;

Now, I am not against "creative" advertising, or consumer manipulation to a certain extent, but I think commercials like these, and there are many other examples, can cause a severe negative influence on how
we perceive and interpret the things around us. Madison
Avenue has truly gone too far. Are Romeo and Juliet
and the McDLT really comparable? Can you really
make him happy as can be by using Betty Crocker? Is it
really better to eat a Triscuit than to kiss a loved one? If
you lose track of what you're being told by advertising
the answer is probably "yes."

I urge everyone to really watch commercials and see
what they're telling us. I know we're constantly being
told to do that, but once you truly start you can begin to
see just what they are selling, and how they plan to do it.
Frankly, I will judge a product's value as better if they
no gimmick ad. There must be
have a straight-forwarsomething wrong with a product if you can't sell it
without using sex. If we are such a consumer oriented
society, as we are told, then we should use our buying
power to make advertisments acceptable and above
board. Watch what is being fed to us, and you tell me,
with all honesty, that they sell only their products.
d,

Gd5tfir

Ggitg

Editor.
Every Friday at lunch I hear the
ame thing. "God, what a lousy
paper", 7,what trash", "how
stupid", "the Voice should give up!"
So I say, "Instead of complaining,
why dont you join the staff and help
improve the paper?" The reply is
almost always the same..."It's not
worth it"
And why do students view the
Voice as being "not worth it"? I
have found two main reasons. (1)
You don't get any academic credit
(2) You don't get paid.
As the former Photography Editor
for the Voice, I can understand these
reasons. My own reason for leaving
the staff was that with Independent
Study and other classes taking up so
much of my time, I couldn't afford to
spend the time taking and developing photos. Also, why take pictures
for the school newspaper when you
can do freelance work and get paid?
Why try to run an effective
photography department for the
same paper when the paper doesn't
even own a single camera? It's true.
My question is this. Isn't there
some way of obtaining academic
credit for work on the Voice staff?
Certainly if I could get
credit for taking Fishing 103, then
there must be a way to get a
or one-hacredit for working on the Voke. Isn't there
somebody out there who would be
willing to oversee and advise the
staff? Couldn't the College even offer a journalism course in which the
main focus would be on effectively
newspaper?
publishing a first-clas-s
Think about this. There could be
an effective editing staff. No more
mispelled words or errors like
after paragraphs. No more
one-quart- er

one-quart-

er

lf

(-vo-

ice)

photographs being published

without the photographer getting

their name underneath

it

The position of Editor could even be given to
someone who is a dorm director and
they could turn the publishing of the
job. A
Voice into their
e
editor would really change
on-camp-

us

full-tim-

the newspaper for the better.
Creative writers such as Warren
Hedges would be coming out of our
ears! Every person interested in
journalism or creative writing
would want to be a part of what
could be a great college newspaper.
But then again, the students of the
College of Wooster don't seem to
want a good newspaper. After all,
what would we bitch about at lunch
on Friday? It's not that this campus
is apathetic; it's just that we are ignorant of what we could have. .
--

William M. Townsend

Diversity the
key to Wooster
success

MONEY

One of the most rewarding aspects
of this college is the diversity of the
student body. We an come to this col-

Editor.
In your editorial last week you
called for students to come out in
support of those issues that concern
them. The one issue that concerns
students the most is money.
Specifically, the money used to pay
for college.
When President Reagan delivered
his budget proposal to Congress it in
cluded sz.5 billion in Duagec cuts w
education. Pell Grants. Guaranteed
Student Loans, and Work-Stud-y
funds, all would be cut Over one
million college students will be
directly affected if Reagan's budget
plan goes through. Many students at
the College of Wooster will lose funding.
Periodically I put up newspaper
cuppings outside my door. Last
week I put up an article about
Reagan's proposed cuts in Education. Since then I have gotten
numerous comments, all to effect of
"How can he do such a thing? I"
Everybody who sees the article is
against what Reagan is trying to do.
Naturally, he is attacking what college students care about most:

lege with different upbringings, interests, values and abilities. In coming together, our values are continually challenged by our peers,
makinc us more mature thinkers. If
a student graduates from this col
lege and is basically tne same person they were as a freshman, they in
fact "missed the boat"
I doYecognise that there are people who care for their own personal
PERIOD. These people
will never really discover the joy of
giving and sharing with others. A
attitude is very destructive to others. It is difficult for an
S.A.B. chairperson, for example, to
plan an exciting program only to
find that few students and faculty
have attended.
Wherever your interests lie, get involved for YOU can make a
diference. You can't change the entire garden, but you can bloom MONEY.
Many of these students are the
where you are planted.
same ones who supported Reagan in
Chuck Ryan 19S4. They voted for him because
they believed he would get rid of
government waste. They didn't
realize that what he considered
waste was to come out of their own
pockets. Now Reagan is delivering
the budget cuts he promised, and
students aren't so supportive,
anymore.
Editor,
Everybody at the College of
Last week a letter was published Wooster will be hurt if Reagan's
in the Voice regarding the evalua- budget plan is passed. Not only, will
tion of food service here at the Col- many students lose direct aid but
lege of Wooster. I have since spoken this loss of aid will have to be made
with Howard Raber, director of food up with College funds which in turn
service, who said that he would be will raise the tuition for all of us.
happy to receive any suggestions
Now is the time to act If college
regarding the improvment of the students care about anything, this is
couege xood service.
it. It is time for students to write to
What was not made clear in my their Congressional Representatives
letter was the fact that I believe our and voice their opposition to
food service to be one of the best in Reagan's plan before it is too late.
the country. Yet we should always
DanRozmiarek
strive to improve what we have.
This I have proposed to do by the ad
dition of fruit juices to the menu and
possible toaster ovens for student
THE WOOSTER VOICE
use at the salad bar.
USPSSO-MAt our meeting last week, one stu
Published weekly during the academic
dent expressed interest in making
car except during vacations ana ex any
Soup and Bread a part of the whole
nation periods by the students of Thi
campus meal plan. After listening to
Cnllpff of ffwutftr. Vlnnwtar fiWin
him I agreed that his proposal
The Wooster Voice welcomes all typed
merited some attention. As a campus, we are insulated from the
students, faculty, administrators, sub- scnoers ana memoers 01 tne greater
poverty of the rest of the world. As
Wooster community. All corresDondence
an institution of higher education,
may be addressed to: The Wooster
we should not remain ignorant that
Voice. Post Office Box
The Colmost of the world is hungry. By inlege of Wooster, Wooster. Ohio 44691.The
stituting Soup and Bread for the en
deadline for all letters and stories is
tire campus an affort will be m ade to Tuesday at S p.m. The current subscrip- ubd pnee u a.uv per year tor nrst
address una problem and educate
cum oeuvery,
those on campus who would prefer to
first class postage said at Wooster.
escape the reality of today's hungry
Ohio. P
- - WIMWW
world. By allowing, in fact enTn Th
The College of Wooster, Wooster,
couraging, us to maintain affluent
Ohio. 44491 (attn: Ida Williams). Back
lifestyles, the College is forsaking its
issues are available from The Wooster
philosophy to educate in all spheres
voice omce.
of life. I believe that the integration
of Soup and Bread into the meal plan
Ida Wimams,
Lis Heffelfiager, Business Maaager
as a whole would immeasurably imNancy Johnson, Managing Editor
prove the quality of food service as
David Dean, Sports Editor
well as promote education. The
Bob Murphy. News Editor
possibility for continued community
Snaroa Kaufman, Layout Editor
building is good, as such a program
Steve Boardaua, Photography Editor
would bring the College together to
STAFF: Ben S
Sprints. Liz Kershaw.
learn and do something for someone
Andrew If .... PriscUla Stults. John
else.
Barclay, kfarv Cox. Jff Rwrn Cant
I urge consideration and passage Allison. Bob Murphy. Warren Hedges.
of this plan by the campus communi
Bryan Kintu. Tim Austin, Jeff BaconJ
ty.
veoote Mepnera, seott Badgers, soger
well-bein-

.

g,

non-cari- ng

Food Service

ideas solicited

O

C-JU-

7,

C-J1- 87,

Editor-in-Chi- ef

Editor,

As I sit in the computer center
preparing myself for yet another
hours of L& I decided to finish
rading the Voice. After reading the
editorial, I felt your question. "What
do people care about on this earn
merited a response. Looking
Sos?"
ack over my four years at Wooster,
I have recall of many special people
the quesin my life. I asked myself
tion, "What was-i-s - important to
8--10

(

--

1

-

Dennis

Porter

uvmim, umvta aiciv&usan oaie.

J
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Column By Andrew Mayer

African police and military.

Specifically, the churches called for
the 12 corporations to cease supply
ing and servicing the South African
The coalition also
Sovernment
emanded that U.S. firms make

.

clear to the government that it must
officially abandon the 'homelands'
policy; restore full political rights to
all its citizens: cease torcea popuia
tion removals: release uncondi
tionally all political prisoners and
detainees; guarantee the right of all
people to own land; end the banning
of organizations ana inaiviauais;
and increase public funding for the
black majority."(Mother Jones, Oc
tober, 1985)
These demands are important
because they are aimed against
apartheid, the system of oppression
practiced by the South African
government, rather than being aim
ed merely at improving the condi
tions of the workplace, which is the
goal of the Sullivan Principles. The
Sullivan Principles do nothing, in
fact, to end the aparthied system oc
curring outside the fatory doors. All
firms located in south Africa,
th Knlltvan
whthr mnnm-Hnf- f
tribute to the continuation of apar
thied by paying taxes to the south

governments The
Afriean
campaign
significance

of this
is.
then, the demand for U.S. firms to
leave South Africa (by December
1888) unless significant changes
have occurred to eliminate apartheid. If we examnine the history of
reforms occurring in that coutnry.
though, we see it is highly unlikely
reforms will occur. The u.a. rums,
therefore, should leave.
Making money while operating in
a, country whieh is oppressing the
majority of its people simply cannot
be Justified. Furthermore, the past
three key experts who have spoken
here on the topic of aparthied
(Donald Woods, Kenneth Grundy
and Jean Sindab) all support divestment.
Students are urged to make an informed decision on the issue. Information from a number of various
sources will be placed on Closed
Reserve this week to allow students
to decide what the ins and outs of
divestment will mean to the South
African government, and more importantly, what divestment will
mean to the oppressed majority of
the South Afriean population. -
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The .'Writers Slock

Column

ByLixMoran
A postcard campaign addressing
the Chief Executive Officers of three
major computer corporations in
South Africa (Burroughs, Control
.Data and IBM) was recently ad
ministered on campus. Tables were
set up in Lowry and Kettridge during lunch and dinner last Thursday
and Friday, with postcards address
ed to those firms. The national group
responsible for this campaign Is the
Interfaith Center on Corporate
Responsibility, which is a coalition
of 54 organizations, including Protestant denominations, Roman
Catholic orders and religious
organizations.
A total of twelve firms are being
targeted for their role in South
Africa, the three computer firms
among them, being those addressed
in this specific postcard campaign.
The twelve firms are: Burroughs,
Chevron, Citicorp, Control Data,
Fluor. Ford. General "Electric.
General Motors, International
Business Machines, Mobil, New- mont Mining and Texaco. "These
firms were singled out for the size of
their assets and sales in tne country.
and for some, the providing of products and services to the South

a. 12S3

Mickey comes up to me with "The
Voice" in his hand. He opens it to the
previous week's article and points to

it"Doradon,"he

says.
"Yeah, I know. It was supposed to
be boredom. I double checked, and I
wrote boredom."
"He looks up at me. "But it sounds
like it really means something." If I
haven't mentioned it Mickey looks a
lot like David Letterman.
"Well, what do you think it should
mean? It was just a typo." My mind
whirs. Sure, that's all, just a typo.
"It sure sounds like a dinosaur."
"Or a secret code word. Why
not?" My eyes begin to glaze over.
"How do you mean?"

Cotege Press Service

Defining religion is difficult
Commentary
By Aloke Banerjee, Shawn Johnson
and Jennifer Simmons
Although it is a difficult task to
define the institution of religion,
what with the limits and boundaries
inherent in definitions and the
unlimited diversities of religions, for
the purpose of this column we shall
establish religion as any set of
beliefs held by one or more in
dividuals which influences his or her
actions and guides his or her thought
processes. This seems to be a fairly
safe definition which does not
discriminate against any existing
religious communities, which is ab
solutely essential to the purpose of
this column. Having established this
definition, we now proceed to ex
amine religion as we seek to answer
a fundamental Question: Is polariza
tion of different religious com
munities a condition which serves
the needs of individuals, the larger
community, and the contingency of
all people? To answer this question;
we shall relate it to this campus.
which harbors several different
faiths, as well as a fair mixture of

people representing different

cultural heritages.
At one time on the College of
Wooster campus, there was a man
datory chapel for all students. During this time in history, many people
claim there was a good deal of community spirit and bonding between
students, and it was good. However,
as stated, the campus has become
diversified and individualistic. It is

therefore our contention that

religious observation on this campus
has become characterized by the
following elements:
1. the assumption of Christian
dominance
2.

polarisation of different

religious faiths, sometimes leading
to open displays of hostilities
3. an acceptance of religious doctrines without first considering the
consequences and implications of
such doctrines
Many of the religious groups on
campus claims to provide a
necessary support for the differing
needs of individuals represented
here. Nevertheless, we need to ask
ourselves, "How do these groups dp

this?"

The groups provide a place for
students to excercise their right to
religious freedom (in the United
States) and to put into practice these
religious beliefs. However, as many
students participate in these groups,
they do not free themselves, but
rather bind themselves by blindly

accepting religious doctrines which
are in many ways discriminatory
and biased.
An example of this is the Christian
notion of superiority; "the only way
to heaven is through Jesus Christ"

Not only does ideology recognize
faiths, but it also
other
non-Christi- an

contributes to the tensions that exist
between various religions. Because
students are unquestioning in their
religious beliefs, many times
students, rather that benefiting from
their commitment to religion, are
hurting themselves and others.

The College's educational

philosophy, as stated in the Wooster
p. ) reads:
Catalogue
"The liberal arts involve the study
of human achievements in extending
the boundaries of knowledge-- of efforts to comprehend the unknown, to
formulate values, to evolve and express a sense of human understan-

Pulafski leafs through the pages of
the newspaper speaking slowly to
himself. "Hey, man, howya doone?"
The accent is thickly Russian. "Hey
dood, howya doone?" He is dressed
in a black suit and tie, which is the
standard outfit of a K.G.B. officer
when he is on duty.
Orchek walks through the door to
the cramped office and chuckles.
"Very good comrade, but try
this:'Hey man. whatsup?'" It is better, but only slightly.
Pulafski decides to try out what he
has learned in his Capitalist Banter
class. "Nutidn much. I's just
reading some shit in de rag."
"Cool. Whatcha ganna tobe doone
later, man?"
"Just hangin loose." Both men
laugh and clap each other on their
respective backs.
"Pulafski, we will have infiltrated
this small university with our agents
in no time."
"And then once we have worked
our way through there we will be
.

able to get a high unyiagjob spying
on American industry I"
"Yes, and until then we may eat
their deliscious eapitilist food from
their food service." Pulafski looks
skyward and licks his lips.
"But you forget comrade, that
our real mission is to take over the
newspaper and turn it into a tool of
socialist propaganda."
"Yes, it shall become The Peo
ple's Voice I" Both men start to
chuckle and clap each other on the
back yet again.
"As them Rolling Stones have
said, the time is right for violent
revolution!'"
Some months later the two Russians find themselves on the staff of
"The Voice," helping Ida with her

desperately understaffed
newspaper.

No one has realized that
these two men are not Americans
with heavy Pittsburgh accents. "So,
Ida, you must let me help you doone
the proofing!"
"Thanks, Paul' She hands him
The Writer's Block.'
"No problem, Ida." He begins to
replace the English words with subtle changes that are psychologically
proven to cause socialism in conservative college students. There is a
sly smile on his face. He claps his
friend "Orvil" on the back. He is ripping up a particularly rightist article mto tiny pieces.
"Andy, that is really stupid."
"You really think so?"
"Yeah. And besides that I think
Ida would be pissed."
I zip up my coat and prepare to
head over to Lowry. "Yeah. I sup-

pose you're right. Besides,
everyone's tired of the dumb Russian K.G.B. agent stereotype
anyway. I guess I must be an idiot
gjivant Whoops, I mean savant ".Or

(1985-198- 8,

ding."
Has any one of us questioned how
much our boundaries of knowledge
have been extended in the area of
religion? Is our 812,000 education encouraging us to be
enough to accept the ideologies and
phUosopies of faiths other than our
own, regardless of where our
loyalties fie? For those of us who do
not pursue religious studies beyond
the required course, it is unlikely
that we are adequately prepared to
accept the faiths of others. But is
this an excuse for being religiously
narrow-mindeWe suggest that
everything depends upon the individual; education has the ability to
instill the powers of critical thinking
in each of us, but the final responsibility for our attitudes rests with
us. Frankly speaking, religious
tolerance is lacking on this campus.
In conclusion, we feel that
religions groups on campus ean be of
benefit to individual students, as
well as the larger community. This
entails that each group as a whole,
realizes that each other group has its
own merits, and respects differences when they exist. Furthermore, groups must emphasize commonalities, rather than stressing differences. Examine carfully the
beliefs inherent in your own faith,
and asses these beliefs in their ap
plicability to yourself, and in light of
others. Be honest with yourself, and
compromise when you are uncomfortable with some aspect of
your own or another's religious community. In this way, we shall satisfy
theneeds of. all the people.
open-mind-

d?

ed

Results
incorrect
Editor,

This letter is written in response to
incorrect information printed in last
week's Voice. In the article about
the Harassment Survey it was stated
that "Homosexuals and International Students received no votes for
harassment" While these two student groups were not listed as options on the questionaire, both were
cited as write ins in the "Other"
category. The percentages listed for
minorities, males and females were

correct The Ad Hoe Committee

us-

the term minorities in its
broadest sense, hoping to include International students and Homosexuals in this category. We appreciated those student respondents
who cited the "Other" category. The
committe is currently making plans
to use this data.
Philip Wiese
Ad Hoc Committee Chair
Judicial Board
ed

against
harassment

BSA

whatever color. We are committed
to the total eradication of any form
of injustice or prejudice in this socie--l
ty. Our stand against racism, sez-- l
ism, and all the other negative isms
is firm and not negotiable. We
therefore, uphold the guidelines of
responsible social behavior as
outlined in the Scots Key. It Is in
light of this deep committment that
we write this letter.
Last semester it came to our at
tention that some students on this
campus were (and may still be)
undergoing a wave of harassment!
from other students. The students
concerned here happen not to be
black but our concern is still the
same, nevertheless. Their crime is
that they have 'unorthodox' sexual
preferences. And for that reason an
individual or a group of individuals
decided to harass them. To say that
this deed is below our dignity as an
intellectual community, would be a
gross understatement. It is
deplorable! We denounce their ac
tions in the strongest possible terms
We should aU be proud of the fact
that this college provides an enviro- ment which is sociauy and
academically diverse. It is this
diversity which ensures us of a well
--

rounded education. An education
which fosters understanding and
To those who don't quite unders- tolerance among members of the
Students'
Black
tand what the
community, we thus appeal to the
Association is about; The BSA is an individuals who are caught up in the
organization which strives to pro- spiders web of prejudice to please
mote better understanding and har- come to their senses. They should
mony- among members of this colfrom partaking in such lamen
lege community. And contrary to desist
activity.
popular belief, we are not an ex- table
clusive Black organization. We
BSA
believe in equality and freedom for
Black,
or
White
all individuals
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Column By Bill Mertz
Being the youngest child in a Urge
family of six children has always
been worth a few laughs, to say the
least. Every year when someone
new comes home from college some
new dogmas suddenly float about
the home. There was first the anti
war protester, then the MeGovern
campaign, followed by a smattering
of Marxism, some feminism, and the
one sister who took off with a dropout, only to end up in a drug smug
gler's harem down la Miami. The
guy was eventually busted by some
slick looking guys down there. I went
to the trial. The two cops sat there
looking impudent, smoking cigarettes, and wincing like it really hurt to
breathe, talk and move. In fact, they
looked like the only activity that
wasn't painful for them was driving
a really nice automatic sports car,
and acting like it was a standard
shift No class, really. My sister.
pregnant at this point, then became
Born Again in moral support of her
lover's plea. The guy was set free,
but soon after he died in a helicopter
battle over the Orange Bowl.
All through my childhood, though.
these brothers and sisters would
come home from school only to spout
off new dogmas, and argue about
which subjective concept of "right"
was better than the other. I just
figured that it was some kind of
mental cruelty aimed towards me,
something to be endured, like being
pinned down and tickled for ten
minutes. As it turned out, there was
I a secret competition for who could
come up with the most shocking

Iprayerat dinner

Mom, you see. is an ordained
minister, and is very proud of the
fact that all her children are rather
articulate. She likes the fact that,
even though all her children believtenets at
ed in
one time or another, she had four
children in the growing and successful law firm, "Mertz, Mertz,
Mertx. and Mertz." (I'll spare the
joke about the guy who calls the firm
and asked for Mr. Mertz. only to go
down the line asking for various Mr.
and Ms. Mertz'. until he asked for
the last Mertz. and the person on the
other end says, "speaking." Yes. as
much as I love atrocious jokes and
bad puns. I'll have to skip that one.)
My sister the Born Again was too
busy looking for physical embodiments of Jesus to study the law.
Everyone figured that I would join,
though, so they already had a fifth
"Mertz" sign made up.
But my brothers and sister were
kind of worried about me. I'd never
come home from college being excessively proud about new political
ideas which I'd picked up. Last
Christmas it all came to a head. One
of my sisters, a former radical
feminist and vegetarian-preseproud owner of a CD player called
me over and told me of the expectations that the others in the family
had for me. She took out a tape and
put it in the deck. After she complained about the tape hiss, we settled down to listen to various prayers
given over the years.
"Dear God. Please bless this
meal, which was bought with the
corporate profits being made off the
brutal murders oi small unants in
anti-Establishm-

ent

nt

Saigon."

"lord, bless this meal and send
Nixon to Hell." ( I thought this one
rather weak also-- no sense of total

ai-n-

moral indignation.)
"Oh God. Thou art the opiate of
the people, and will fall during a
(worker's uprising when we
leducate..." (This one went on for
five minutes. I noted it in my mind-it- oo
long, not aware of reality.)
"Dear Lord, please Diets tnis
meal, and hold sorrow for this poor
bird, which was unnecessarily
y
slaughtered at the
dominating
aggressive,
hands of an
male, who is obviously covering up
his fear of his own masculinity."
My sister told me to think over
what I wanted to say, and left me in
the den alone. After a couple
episodes of "Gffligan's Island," I
had the whole thing figured out Actually, the best prayer I ever heard
came from my three year old
nephew-"Lo- rd,
cats eat bats and
mice and rats, and I don't like fish."
I heard my siblings wandering by
the room like expectant fathers.
They were whispering.
"What do you think it win b
about?"
"I've heard South Africa is pretty
big with his generation. So's that
whole rock band aid stuff. You don't
think hell cop out and thank the
Lord for Stevie Wonder and Bruce
Springsteen,do you?"
"I doubt it. Well see."
So came the big moment We
gathered around the table. Mom
said the big words, "BUI, would you
lead us in prayer?" A tape recorder
quietly clicked on. "Damn hiss."
blood-thirst-

The LS. hamster is alive and well
Commentary By Liz Moran
Some of my closer friends seem to
think I am currently obsessed with
the topics of LS. and graduation.
Though the contrary is true, I must
admit I do have some unnnisnea
business to speak of.
It all started when I got a call, at
the Truck Stop, from the local
Rodents Rights Concerns Network.
It seems that the Butler of Miller
Manor, my residence, informed the
Network that a hamster was thawing out in the lobby. Admittedly,
in LS. did cause me
to forget to turn the temperature
down in the house refrigerator. This
over-involvme-

nt

unintentional

act caused the

hamster to become temporarily
hypothermic, despite his recessive
polar bear genes.
Therefore, presently. I must set
the storystraigh t on how I met the
hamster, whose friendship has
helped me to endure I.S., which is,
by the way, fine, thanzs.
One day last month, at the Truck
Stop, I was standing behind the

counter and feeling rather
distraught

A problem had oc cured
with my LS. "The Impact of Dryers
on the Urban Infrastructure: An
Analysis Comparing Two Urban
Laundromats and Delinquents Ability to Construct Leather Jackets With
Lint" is my topic, and all my lint
trap samples reflected a negative

compilation factor for regression
and static, and more deviant
variables were present than R
squared had suggested. I was in
search of a new frien- d- someone to
go to Ichabod's with on a Wednes
day. Since I took only LS. here at
COW. supplementing it with cor
respondence courses from The Sur
rogate ' Motherhood Institute to
oualify as a full time student
night
thought 'Faculty-Studewould be a good place to finally meet
some professors.
Then I spotted him, approaching
nt

the counter in an odd way, on all
fours (similar to the ones we see
when they have 'Canine-Felin- e
Night' in the Game Room). Short
beady eyes, and unxept; like me, ne
He
was the typical
wanted to buy a paper cup to gnaw
on, and, after I took five cents from
his paw. I asked him a question
which would reveal to me his true
non-conform-

ist

being.
"Will there be anything else?"

l

queried.
"Yes." be replied ana asxea me 10
find him a newspaper to shred so the
booth would be more hamsterly
comfortable. I went in search of a
paper and told him to shred the section of last week's Voice where
another columnist referred to me as
inar
a "narrow-mindeticulate chowderhead."
He went and sat down, and I
thought this would be a good time to
wash some tables and start a conversation. He told me his name:
Eubominus Hippotenuse ("Eu-Hipp- "
to his pals). Not wanting to
impress him with my true field of
study, I casually approached his
booth and told him I'd seen him in
some of my classes. When I told him
I was an indentation major, with a
minor in Punctuation, he wondered
if I had him confused with someone
or something else. He then began to
complain that the Truck Stop was
discriminatory against hamsters,
with gerbil-shape-d
ice pellets and
goldfish-shape- d
crackers and
d,

dull-witte-d,

My Junior LS. entitled "The Scot's
Key and its Implications for Softcore
Criminals" had fallen flat on its

face). Other disturbing matters I
mentioned included the inablility to
order Lowry Food to go. A bowl of
New England Boiled Dinner, I had
thought would make a great centerpiece for my carrel, but there were
two things against me: Lowry will
not let me take food out and the
Library will not let me take food in.
I told him of the infamous system
which I was
called "work-studymisle d into believing was studying
while at work. My naivete soon wore
off. At work I studied nothing but the
nauseous smell arising from the
combination of ketchup and tobacco
on the Truck Stop garbage pail lids,
and the ability of that odor to render
my cerebral vortex aortic
cerebellum to murmur. (My expertise on the brain arises from my con
centration in biology.) I was forced
then, as I told him. to do the only
thing left and that was to study on
"my own time."
He seemed to think the same
powers that be which caused me to
be thrown into the food service at
mosphere were the ones which
denied him entrance into the "Pre-vstudies" program. "Conflict of
interest" was the only reason they
,"

et

citea, ana

isa-nipp-

's

life-lon-

g

dreams were shot down. He needed
a place to live, though, and I knew of
just tne ideal location. Anything
could live there in privacy (and
quadrilateral-shape- d
chicken fillets, anything did). It was that day that
but no food items resembling tne a airy compartment in the Miller
hamsters. As I expressed sympathy Manor refrigerator became
by telling him that the P.E.C. was
new hangout He needed a
planning to install gerbil wheels in job. though, and I thought I'd
go over
the weight room, I though he should to Student Employment and look intoo,
distraught
was
with
know that I,
to any new work-stud- y
opcertain things about the campus.
portunities.
I told him about being a restless
What is be doing now? He took the
senior, unhappy with the moral im- job as "Director of Background
plications of being a Plagiarism ma-l- Noises" for Susan Tippin and the
with a minor in Topic Sentences ( pages of her Ohio Outdoor Notebook.
Eu-hip- p's

or

rvintinned from Page 1
with the Oratorio Society of
debut
whispered my sister. A silence came
York
in Handel's "Messiah"
New
over the table. It continued.
Tully Hall debut in
Alice
her
and
The tension mounted. They Bach's "Saint John Passion,"
has
thought I was going to fall apart
l
nraiae for her
oritiral
My
born graceful, elegant and rich voice.
"uoa is dead. Amen."
again sister quickly cut In.
"But at least he still has Jesus." Gore performance as filled with
high
No one else was so optimistic. The "rr at hravada.-.thrillinmood of my other siblings turned notes...(and) beautiful soft singing
sour, grim. They were upset about a and legato."
lack of useless commitment to an
An interest in contemporary
situation.
music has led her to perform such
StravlnckVa "RMnim
mrh
Boston Symphony
"How can you have such a strong Canticle" with the
rnomas, as
Tiisoa
Michael
under
sense of irreverance in a world gone well as the American premiere of
haywire? How are you planning on
Maxwell Da vies' "Leonard!
clashing your personal needs with Fragments" with the Boston Ballet
your values system? What sort of ana Luciano uenos
"u rung wiw
dilemma are you going to confront Pierre Boulez.
pursue
vast
you
to
decide
before
have
Hr ntwntlr annearancesrevised
sums of wealth? It looks as though included
Barber's
in
roles
you'll never connect a simple "Anthony and Cleopatra," directed
cheeseburger and a beer as by Gian Carlo Menotti, Salieri's
something below you, something Faiatarr " "Tne Karterea unae."
essentially plebeian. Why. it goes
irliiin anf Nitai" and the East
against the entire process of Coast
of "Transformagraduating from an American tions" premiere
by Conrad Susa and Anne
private college."
My sister went over to the tree. fiYtnn
who received voice training
She picked up one of my presents, atGore,Mew jsngiana
conservatory,
the
the sign they had made for me, and has unrwl aa mniie leetnrer and
"You're
knee.
over
her
it
smashed
at
visiting vocal
out of the firm."
ana
college
since
Dartmouth
iw.
.
.
.
"But at least he still has Jesus."
i v
"Oh, shut your mouth, you twit" PnlW mine 1978. Previously, she
My pious sister was relentlessly was visiting professor of voice at
a
thrown to the floor and tickled for fif- the University
of Massachusetts at
teen minutes. Mom and the baby
a member of the
was
and
Amherst
slipped
were screaming. Dad and I
Opera
Center at the
American
into the kitchen and ate one of the juiiiiara&cnooi.
pies.
Gore holds an undergraduate
"I always had faith in you, son. degree
in German Literature from
Pass the whipped cream."
Sw arum ore college.
m

out-of-faa-

nd

Ptr

artist-in-residen-

ce

m

Orchestra
Concert
The College of Wooster will go on
sale Monday, February 24, at the
front desk of Lowry Center at the
College. General admission tickets

and student tickets are

In its twelfth appearance at the

College, the Orchestra will perform
at 8:15 at MeGaw Chapel. This

year's program includes
Menaeissonn's

1

Her father, a published organ and
choral composer, formerly directed
the wooster Concert cnoir, wnicn
n
for its per
became
formances of large works. In retirement Gore maintains an active
career as a composer, conductor
and lecturer. For the past several
years he has conducted the wooster
Alumni Choir which performs in the
summer during Alumni weekend.
In the 1940's, Gore won national
acclaim for a series of 15 Bach organ
recitals given at Cornell University.
He received bachelor's and master's
degrees from Columbia University
and his docorate from the University
of Rochester.
wen-know-

Tickets for the Cleveland Or
chestra's March 25 appearance at

are 812.50,
$7.00.

ww

Over

"Hebrides

ture," Schubert's "Symphony No. 5" Fellowship, and worked with

and Brahm's "Symphony No. 4."
The orchestra, which includes Col
lege of Wooster adjunct music oro-fessor Donald White, a cellist will
be led by resident conductor Jahja
Ling, who has held that position
since September.
Ling previously
served as associate conductor of the
.

orchestra.
Born in 1951 in Jakarta. Indonesia
to Chinese parents. Ling won first
prize in the Jakarta Piano Competition at 17 and a year later was
awarded a John D. Rockefeller m
Fund grant to attend the Juilliard
School of Music. There he studied
piano with Mieczyslaw Munz and
Beveridge Webster and conducting
with John Nelson.
In 1977. Ling won a bronze medal
in the Arthur Rubenstein International Piano Master Competition in
Israel, and a year later was awarded
a certificate of honor in the
Tchaikovsky International Competi
tion in Moscow. From 1978-8he
was assistant conductor of the
Philharmonic Orchestra of Yale and
the Yale Opera.
in 1980. he was invited to be a con
ducting fellow at the Boston Sym
phony's Berkshire Music Center at
Tanglewood. While there, he was
awarded the Leonard Bernstein
0,

Berns-

tein, Sir Colin Davis, Andre Previn
and Joseph Silverstein.
he was associate
From 1981-8and assistant conductor and Exxon-Art- s
Endowment Conductor of the
San Francisco Symphony, and was
founding music director of the San
Francisco Symphony Youth Orchestra and music director of the
San Francisco Conservatory Orchestra.
Ling has led many orchestras.in-cludin- g
the Indianapolis Symphony,
the Minnesota Orchestra, the National Symphony, the Rochester
Philharmonic, the Denver Symphony, the Hong Kong Philharmonic
and the Nashville Symphony. He has
conducted at the Spoieto Festival
USA and the Chautauqua Festival as
well as at Boston Symphony Hall,
where be led the Boston Pops.
He holds a doctorate from the Yale
University School of Music, where
he majored in orchestra conducting
Mueller.
under
The Cleveland Orchestra and
Chorus are in the midst of a highly
successful joint European tour
which is taking them to 16 cities in
seven countries. The Orchestra and
Chorus will return to Cleveland
March 2 having performed 21 con
certs in 28 days.
4,

Otto-Wern- er
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Review announces winners
Warren Hedges, senior English
major, has set a precedent In The
Wooster Review campus writing
contest by winning the Donaldson
Prise for Fiction and by placing second in the Ralph Kinsey Memorial
, Poetry Prixe competition.
Hedges,
who last year won the Kinsey prise,
this year won the Donaldson Prixe
with his short story "Roommates,
Pork Chops, and the Civic Ballet"
Professors Thomas Clareson and
Ray McCall, judges of the fiction
contest, cited Hedges' story as'
"am using" and "full of the
grungineu of dormitory life." The
Donaldson Prize carries with it an
honorarium of 1250 and publication
in The Wooster Review.

WOTS

and to Lisa Wishnok, for "Waiting
(Paranoia)." Because of the tie for
second place, no third place prize
was awarded.
The Ralph Kinsey Memorial
Poetry Prize was won by senior
Psychology major Sylvia Cole, for
her poem "Synchronized Swimmers." Professors Michael Allen
and Deborah Hilty cited the poem's
fine balance of lyricism and realism
in well turned metaphors and lines.
They further noted the wonderful
coincidence that, as last year, one of
the two best poems concerned two
women having a conversation: last
year's second prize poem was entitled "Tea with Nora." by Amy
Homan; this year's winning poem
concerns two women talking over
coffee. Second place went to Hedges
for his poem "An Ozark Baptist
Looks for Limestone." There was no
third place prize given. The Kinsey
Prize carries with it a honorarium of
$100 plus publication in The Wooster

-

I

Tune in to the WCWS Public Affairs Hour every weekday from
11 :00 to 12:00 noon to hear the following programs:
Monday,

February 24: Donald
speaking on "Apartheid: The
Tragedy of South Africa."
Woods

Wednesday, February 28: Public
Policy Forum: "Forming a Government under the Constitution."

Thursday, February 27: "Topics
for Today" with Susan Schiemann.
Friday. February 28: Great Deci-

sions '86 Forum : "Religion In Inte-

rnational Politics: Why the

Domestic year teachers is WHERE TO FIND .""1
Teachers Organization needs THE JOBS!
Our information is free and comes
teacher applicants in all fields from
Kindergarten through College to fill at an opportune time when there are
and

over six hundred teaching vacancies
both at home and abroad. There are
0
vacancies in the
still about
midwest, west, or overseas.
Since 1968, our organization has
been finding vacancies and locating
teachers both in foreign countries
and in all fifty states. We possess
hundreds of current openings and
have all the information as to
200-25-

scholarships, grants,

and

fellowships.
The principle problem with first

Guitarist Russet to perform
classical guitarist Morei.

Acclaimed
4David RusselL described by the New
York Times as possessing "a talent
lot extraordinary dimension," will
perform Friday, February 28, at
7:30 p.m. at The College of woosters
Mackey HalL The performance is
Ifree and open to the public.
The scheduled program includes
Giuliani, "Suite No. 2" by Silvius

Leopold Weiss. "Elegy" (a
Hungarian fantasy) by Johan

A native of Glasgow, Scotland,
Russell grew up on the Spanish
island of Menorca. He has been attracted to the guitar since he was a
boy. His father, an amateur
guitarist, was his first teacher.
At 16, Russell twice won the
Bream guitar prize at the Royal
Academy of London. In 1975, he won
the Ramirez prize at Santiago de
Comostella in Spain, and a year
later, the Alicante Guitar Competition. In 1977, he won Spain's most
prestigious award, the Tarrega
prize, and later that year won the
Andres Segovia International Guitar

Kasper Mertz. "Aire Vasco" by Antonio Jimines Manjou, "Two Suggestions" by Salvador Brotons, "Invocation and Danse" by Joaquin
Rodrigo and "Sonatina" by Jorge Competition.
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'In Touch'
explained

.
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By Rick Freas and Pat Bauerle
What is "In Touch?" It Is a group
whose purpose is to provide information on the use and abuse of alcohol
and drugs.
How would you know if yoa or your
friend has a problem with alcohol or
drugs? And just what would you do

Photo By Catarina Almquist

wj be

--

The Mayor of Wooster,

valentine

about it? If yoa can't answer these
then this is where In
Jaestions.
ouch fills its purpose. Undents-- .
ding the signs of alcohol or drug
abuse can help you or your friend to
identify if there is a problem.
There are a lot of myths and
misconceptions about who can have
the problem of alcohol or drug abuse
and just what it means to have a pro-blem. Alcohol and drug abuse not only affect the person who has the problem, but it affects their family and
friends also.
This Monday In Touch win show a
movie about alcohol and drug abuse
in the Lowry Pit at 5 p.m. In the
future In Touch will show other
films, plus have speakers and informal discussions. In addition to
these activities, you can contact the
following people to talk to them personally about the sign of alcohol or
drug abuse and the problems that
accompany it: Rick Freas, Karen
Melech and Sara Kotchen. Your
name is not required, and anything
discussed will remain confidential,
if you so desire. There are also
meetings every Monday night at
10:30 p.m. in Kenarden on the first
floor in the director's apartment.

J. Clyde Brenneman. was at hand to randomly

select the 10 winners' names from a large bowl In the WCWS Be My
Valentine' Contest The random drawing was conducted over the air at
2:45 p.m. on February 12, 13S8. The winners were Mlml Moore, Mar
jorie Wakefield (West Salem). Alice Lent. Nathan SponseDor,
Catarina Almquist, Sue Slevert (Dalton), Rebecca Young, Nina
Eisenhower, Dan Rosmiarek, and Pat Gorman.
people entered this contest, making it one of the largest in WCWS
history. The contest was organized by Eric Wertx, Special Projects-Pub- lic
Relations Director at WCWS 9L9 FM.
One-hnndredHhirt- een

Met on

VJCVJS

Rirffardo Zandonai's rarelv

Der--

tnrmA "Frinreui da Rimini" will
be broadcast from the Met on Satur
day, February 22, at 2:00 over tne
TxaMt-lfetrinolit-

an

Onera

Radio

It will be heard locally
over radio station wcws n.i stereo
Network.
F.M.

Dear Students,
Florida Mothers Against Drunk
Driving, MADD, hopes that this
year's College Spring Break will be
safe for everyone. Last Year's
tragedies included three students
who fell to their deaths off hotel
balconies and two others who were
murdered hitchhiking to Florida. We
sympathize with their parents
because Ve understand the anguish
of senseless loss.
We want you to come to Florida to
have good times and enjoy
vacations. But please do not
come to drink and drive or to use
drugs.
Florida Mothers Against Drunk

Renato Scotto will sing the title
role, with Ermanno Mauro as her
PbaIa. Cornell MacNeil as
Paolo's brother Glanciotto, and
William Lewis as Malatestino. Nello
Santi is the conductor.
"A Staffer Ronndtable" will be
feature for the first intermis Driving
the
of
Albion
Berkey
Len
Professor
"Opera News on the Air,
sion's
College, the 1986 Director of the
with tenor Douglas Ahlstedt. and
Great Lakes Colleges Association
baritones Brent Ellis and Sherril
European Urban Term, will visit
campus on Friday, February 28, to 1G1A1T1EMHIIP1 lLlAlMlEl Milnes. Richard Mohr. producer of
intermission features for Texdiscuss the program with interested A L
ABA H T IE IrI the
2S22 CleveUod Fuc-- d
Woo'
aco, will be the moderator. Panelists
students. A discussion of the proE ST lTjAITITIEIRI
LATH
Daily
during
a.m.
8:00
Quiz"
5
Opera
riourr
'
lo
"Texaco's
for
r.
gram will be presented at 4:00 in the
1R1EIEID"TS
the second intermission will be
iViT-Faculty Lounge, followed by dinner ASTER
21ftii
E R J C
I Peter Bonnelli. director of audio and
with Professor Berkey to which all
PARNf
Typewriter Sepair
T
visual communications in the United
E
ipJO
FTA
Rf
RMSOB
i interested students are invited.
Typewriter Cleaning
Airways;
E States for British
The European Urban Term proA T
jO A T
McNally; and
i Typewriters For Rent
vides the opportunity to undertake DRY) (ALT E R jEUD playwright Terrence producer
....
'
v
John
'
executive recording
comparative studies of the student's
oTlIli
intermission.
-?1
third
the
For
st
Pfeiffer.
ir
choosing each fall semester. The
Typewriters Foi Purchase
Tuggle. director of the
A l JL
"
LOOP t S Robert
in
program consists of study-travTypewriter
Ribbons A Tapes
Opera's Archives, will
eities in Yugoslavia, The BARTE"" R IP EJOIPIL E Metropolitan
soprano
of
a
present
remembrance
Netherlands, and England. Details E S N E
A qIO
IS ETA T
j
and applications can be provided by lIeIsIsL iq1q1pLjeipinia Claudia Muzio.
The announcer for the broadcast is
Professor George Galster, Kauke

Inr

GLCA

director to visit

well-earn-

ed

JT

.

el

219.

25: Convoca-

Bank of Cleveland.

Teacher applicants needed
more teachers than teaching positions. Should you wish additional information about our organization,
you may write The National
Teacher's Placement Agency,
Universal Teachers, Box 5231,
Portland, Oregon 97208.
We do not promise every graduate
in the field of education a definite
position; however, we do promise to
them with a wide range of
Erovide
undreds of current vacancy notices
both at home and abroad.

February

Tuesday,

tion: "Challenges Facing Economic
Policy Makers," with Mrs. Karen
Horn, President. Federal Reserve

Professors Clarson and McCall
commented on the unusaUy stiff
competition in this year's field of fiction entries. They chose to give two
second place prizes: to Marjorie
Saul, for "Just a Few Hours' Drive." Review.

The Foreign

PACE 5

av Jll!.

.

"

Peter Allen.

r

Ihao 44691
'J- -

I

a.m. to Nom

n
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Sports

PJlen's Basketball concludes regular

season

1

By Bob Murphy
The College of Wooster men's
basketball team concluded their
regular season last Monday night,
February 22, with a loss to Denison,

several times off of steals. In addition, the Muskies were using a slow
down defense of their own, putting
on a big press on every Wooster
player as he crossed the
to put their final record at
North Coast Athletic Conference line. Thus, by the end of the half, the
competition, began last Wednesday, Scots were down
and will continue through the
weekend at Allegheny College, in
The second half saw the Scots
Meadville, Pennsylvania.
shooting much better, Ratleff
especially. Ratleff even pulled off a
On Wednesday night. February 12. dunk after 9:10 had elapsed in the
the Scots took on the Allegheny half, to the delight of the crowd. This
Gators here at home, and lost a very sparked the team up a bit, and the
close game.
When the Scots Scots slowly made up the point

:;2

nr W

sTU'

11-1-

half-cou- rt

4.

20-2-6.

47-4- 9.

had previously met up against the
Gators on January 22, they lost
The women's basketball team finished their regular season last week
and the score of this game
represents the entirely different
and are playing in Conference tournamnet olay this week.
Steve Boardman game plan now being used by Scots
Coach Dr. Lu Wims. In trying to
compensate for the loss of star
player Mike O'Brian, the Scots have
g
moved to a
offense. This style has kept them
competitive against tough teams
like Allegheny, even though it has
made them much less exciting to
watch.

deficit

65-7- 7,

Women's Bos he ball
iTCivels

time-eatin-

Five days ago,. Monday night
Fphmarv 17. the Scots iourneved
down to Granville. Ohio, to take on
the Big Red of Denison in Demsons
final home game; The first half of
the game proved to be extremely exciting, with 7 lead changes in the
first 15 minutes.

ball-contr- ol

vo

conference
164-10-

9-- 10

6--

dished off 54.

Three school records have been
set this ye?', number of field goals
in a game, il(Diment vs. Oberlin
College. February 8); season scor
ing record, 343(Diment, with one
regular season game remaining);
and scoring in a single game,
32(Davis at Oberlin January 18). Diment and Davis are the second and
third leading scorers, respectively,
in the conference. Davis is also third
in rebounds and field goal percentage (49.1).
:

I

After this, the Scots had their last
home game on Saturday night,
February 15, against Muskingum
College. The Fighting
are a
The team members include unique team in the factMuskies
they are
that
),
Davis
seniors BarbPotter(co-captain)anchored by a 57" Sonhomore.
,.
Laurie
Brett Steele, who plays the same
Sheila Dinan; juniors Lisa
as Pensyl does for the Scots.
Johnson, Jill Ed- role
Despite
his tiny height, he proved to
wards; sophomores Lisa Tomasetti be an excellent
handler and
and Dawn Crowhover; and freshmen passer, with the ball
most
assists of
Mindy
and
wrigley
Banks,
Colleen
anyone in the game.
Cheri Dunbar.

The biggest lead
held by either team was Denison's
four points which they twice manag
ed after 10 minutes naa eupsea a urine the game. The last five minutes
of the first half were completely
tied, with Ratleff making a super-fas- t
break to end the period at

(co-captain-

Di-ment.K-

The conference tournament began
this week. Depending on the outcome of the first round game against
Denison, Wednesday night, the team
could be travelling to Allegheny to
meet Ohio Wesley an in the con-

ference

semi-iinal-

s

tonight

Coach Nichols feels her women
have a shot at winning the tournament title, and she also feels good

about next year's squad. Even
the team will lose three
starters to graduation, Nichols said
enthusiastically, "we have good,
young players coming in next year."

though

0

With the regular season over, it
seems doubtful that the Scots will go
very far tat the. NCAC tournament.
The real " disappointment of the
season has to be the loss of Junior
Mike O'Brian, who was having an
excellent season until the injury of a
knee. With the combination of him
and Ratleff on the inside, and the
fine outside work of Pensyl and
Coonfare, The Scots were a very
competitve team. Without him, the
Scots had to change the nature of
their offense, and play in a defensive
way that makes big victories tough
to come by. However, if the Scots
can produce the type of play they
showed in the first half of the
Denison game, they will stand a
fighting chance over the weekend in
the NCAC tournament

This first half was a bit of fresh air
from the Scots, playing a more ex
citing, aggressive offense than they
had in their recent games. In the second half, however, they found
themselves unable to maintain the
hard pace of the first period, and
they tried to slow down the pace of
the pace to the style of play they had
been using in previous games.
Denison tightened up their defense.
and found ways to upset the slower

During the first half of the game.
the Scots were having great difficulties containing the Muskie offensive combination of Steele on the
outside and big players Kevin Jar-rett (55) and Dulkowski (41) on the
inside. The Scots' passing was
noticeably weak in the first half,
allowing Muskingum to score Scot offense.

The Scots shooting

National Spohscene
Column By Roger Gordon

Upsets. Aren't they just great? I
feel sports upsets add some spice to
any sport When the
If next year's newcomers play up season, in upends
the "favorite"
to the level of Coach Nichol's at- "underdog"
moment-especia- lly
truly
exciting
a
it's
titude, the college's fine women's
game.
important
an
in
basketball tradition should be Even if the game is not important,
upheld for yet another year.
the win still makes the possibly
already disappointing season a little
more gratifying for the "under-par- "
team. Except for Georgetown fans.
--.
wasn't it just a untiiating sight watching heavy underdog Villanova
capture America's hearts and the
national championship at the same
time last April.
Or in January of '69 when three
touchdown favorite Baltimore was
upset by Joe Namath and the Jets? I
was too young to understand what
was going on at the time, but just
reading the old clippings from
newspapers and watching highlights
on television made me wish I was old

ir

65-7- 7.

38-5-8.

aren

I

By Roger Gordon.
"The team has played well," em
phasized womens' basketball coach
Nan Nichols, who, in her nineteenth
season as team mentor, has compil
6
career record, a .607
ed a
winning percentage. This year
won loss
record wise, the team's
record may not what be what
Nichols wanted from her team at the
start of the year, bat she believes
that the ' tmen have played their
feels each player has
hardest.S
fulfilled her responsibility towards
the team.
The schedule has been very tough.
though. The Scotties have played
such tough foes as Marietta and
Mount Union, as well as well as
NCAC powers Allegheny and Ohio
Wesleyan( although the team did
split us season series with
wesleyaa
With one game remain
ing ( ai press time), the Scotties are
in third place in the conference race
with a 5 mark.
Nichols says the most positive
aspect of the team is its balanced
scoring attack, with three players
averaging double figures. They are
junior Lisa Diment (17.8ppg); senior
Barb Davis (I6.9ppg also 10.4 reH
bounds per game) ; and junior Karen
Johnson (12.8). Senior Laurie Potter!
leads the team in assists with 69J
while sophomore Lisa Tomasettihaa

play-off- s

percentage dropped, and by the time
7 minutes had elapsed in the second
period, the Scots were down by 9
points. Fouls hurt the Scots, with
both Ratleff and Pensyl fouling out,
leaving the final score in Big Red's
favor,

And, almost two months ago, on
Christmas Day, two teams on the opposite ends of their division, the
struggling Knieks and the tradition-ric- h
Celtics, squared off in New
York's Madison Square Garden.
Trailing by more than twenty points,
the gutty Knickerbockers fought
back to pull the game out in front of
a national television audience. It
was a scene to remember. Upsets.
Aren't they just great?
...The Sacramento Kings. The
Utah Jazz. The Indianapolis Colts.
The Los Angeles Raiders. They just
don't sound right Having followed
sports for a decade now, I became so
accustomed to the Kansas City
Kings, New Orleans Jazz, Baltimore
Colts, and Oakland Raiders. When a
professional sport franchise moves
to another town, it's obviously done
so the team can play in a larger
market (more people), which the
will
la Pore
owner hft

rte

money. Sacramento is a fast'
growing town and Kansas City was
not supporting its team much,
anyway (admittedly, the team was
not playing well, but some well
respected sources said the city was
never the most enthusiastic town
towards the team, anyway). In
dianapolis is a rapidly growing mid
western city which was starving for
a football team.
And, can anyone
Manager Al Davis fori
moving his Raiders from a town the
size of Oakland (a 50,000 seat
stadium) to a city the size of Los
Angeles (a 8o 000 seat stadium)? I
guess the moves had to be madeJ
but
Saeramento Kings. Utah!
Jazz. Indianapolis Colts. Los
Angeles Raiders. They still do not
sound right But I suppose that I and
everybody else will have to get used
.

blame

totaeg.

.
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My Perspective Academics 2.5, Athletics 0
Column by David Dean

r

in

'

boyant and
athletic program which feels
that academic standards are beneath them. When Dr.
Kemp was given a button which said "RESTORE

Last week I told of a tragic tale of athletics winning
the battle over academics. In my column I made
reference to a Professor Kemp of the University of
Georgia who was rapidly demoted and then fired from
her position of assistant professor in the remedial
studies program. Why she was fired was this: It seems
that Kemp blew the whistle on nine football players who
had substandard grades but were allowed to play in the
Sugar BowL After speaking out she was fired and in
deeo despair she attempted suicide twice.
After picking up the pieces she directed her energies
at a law suit against the administration and was awarded just last week a settlement of 2.5 million dollars and
her tenured position back. Georgia, a state so loyal to its
university and football program was shocked to hear
that academic standards forced athletes to chalk up $2.5
million in payments. What surprised Georgians even
more was the precedent that the jury created by making
such a harsh judgement.

self-center- ed

ACADEMIC INTEGRITY TO UGA" thousands should

have been made for all schools to wear. The score;
0.
academics $2.5 million-athlet- ics

i

i

Indoor track gears for Conference
By David Dean
The last indoor meet was held at
Kenyan College and both the men
and women performed at peak
perfection. Just two weeks before
NCAC Conference championship at
Ohio Wesleyan the men palled off a
tanning rictory over Kenyon and
Oberlin College to the tone of 10 to
41 (Oberlin) and 15 (Kenyon). The
women were no less impressive as
they flew by Oberlin and Kenyon to
the tone of 94, 32 (Oberlin) and 22
(Kenyon).
"It was a super effort by everyone
across the board and I feel confident
that with a few weeks of good solid
training we can do something at conference," commented Coach Pen-

who won it with a time of 2:28.01 and
Dave Dean finished third with a time
of 2:3948. In the 60 Hurdles it was a
sweep by Wooster as Ken Jones
finished first with a time of 741,
John Mandrick second in 840, and
Roy Reese third in 841.

Mile nm it was one, two, three as
Katie Keller (5:2745), Stephanie
Scierka (5:4149) and Amanda
Paglow (5:4841) brought ft home. In
the 60 yard dash it was Univer
Bukhala who breezed to a first place
finish in 745 and Stephanie Kazmierski was third 1.77.

a

In the Long Jump it was Roy
Reese (second. 1811") and Mark
In the 440.
Bero (185.5"). In the two mile it was Stephanie Tan whipped past her
Scott Mellor in second with a time of competition for a first place finish in
9:51.02 and Paul Fleming third in 1:03.67. and Colleen McCauley
9:56.01. In the 300 it was Terry finished a close second in 1:04.76. In
Carter who finished first in 3443 and the 1000 it was Paglow's race as she
in the 800 it was Bob Jones who won kept the pace and strided to a first
it with a time of 2:06.03 and Tom
finish in 3:05.32. In the 60
Shyka in third with a time of 2:09.00. Elace
it was Holly Halterman who
urdles
ney.
Wooster won the mile relay in finished first in 8.80 and Kazmierski
In the men's field events Rich 3:38.53 and in the Triple Jump It in second with 9.43.
Carmel and Tony Adams took one Aubrey Monroe in first with 40'10.5"
and two respectively with distances and Mark Bero in second with
In the Two Mile
of 43' 3 V4 (Carmel) and 42' 10 38'94".
Stevenson took second with a time of
(Adams). In the Pole Vault Shawn
11:3445 and Scierka finished third
Madden and Jeff Waugh secured
In the women's field events it was with a time of 12:1846. In the 300
first and second with a tie of 13. In Univer Bukhala and Rowena Tan yard dash Kazmierski was in first
the 880 relay the men posted a first who finished first and second in the place with a time of 40.41 and
as they breezed past Kenyon with a Triple Long Jump with 366.5" and Buknaia was second wnn tz.u.
time of 1:38. 39. John Mandrick was 334" respectively. In the Long Jump Finally, in the 880 dash Nystrom
the sole winner of the High Jump it was a repeat of the Triple Jump as held her place to finish a strong sewith a distance of 5 6". In the 600 it they finished in the same places with cond in 2:26.37.
was Nick Young and Patrick Blosser jumps of ir2.5" for Bukhala and
who finished second and third 16'6.5" for Tan. In the Shot Put it Next week the men's and women's
respectively with a time of 1:19.45 was Lisa Hochhuaser who threw for Indoor Track teams will participate
(Young) and 1:20.95 (Blosser). In a distance of 29'2.5" for third place. lin the NCAC Conference Champion
the mile it was the one two punch of In the High Jump it was senior Con- ships at Ohio Wesleyan University.
Bob Jones and Todd Kelleher in nie Kier who finished first with
4:33.39 (Jones) and 4:34.09 410". Wooster finished first in the
(Kelleher) that dominated. In the 880 relay (1:38.34) and second in the
440 Aubrey Monroe won it with a Mile Relay "(4:43:04). It was Nancy
time of 53.06 and Don Dennis was Nystrom who finished first in the 600
third with a time of 53.96.
in 1:31.82 and Linda Stevenson in
In the 1000 it was Bob Jones again third with a time of 1:38.33. In the

was tne judgement so "excessively" narsn or was it
time for this sort of sentence to pass? This writer feels
not, and it would seem that with this judgement a lot
more universities will come to bear the same wrath the
University of Georgia faced. When a former Kemp colleague was questioned about the relationship between
athletes and graduation the colleague replied "if
teachers think that some athletes have a bona fide
chance of graduating we're talking through our hats."
Furthermore, a lawyer defending an athlete argued that
if an athlete learned to read and became a mail clerk instead of a garbage man, the university was doing its job.
If that's what the University of Georgia or any other
university in this country thinks progress is, then
perhaps athletics at those "jock"schools should be banned. Does it take the action in the form of a law suit to
awaken the dogmatic athletic programs from their
powerful grip on universities? Do professors as well as
administrators need to tread carefully in the classrooms
and watch every comment for fear of losing their jobs to
d
jock? Where was it written that
some
athletics overrode standards of academic excellence?
The decision to award Professor Kemp $2.5 million as
a settlement was not excessive in the least. It was too little. What institutions like the University of Georgia
understand is hard line pressure to shape up or ship out.
The new mode of thinking will not tolerate the flam
snot-nose-

NCAC

Ara

TCcrcTiIp, 10x30

Westminster Presbyterizn Church

will be mostly cloudy, breezy and colder
It
today with a good chance of snow flurries.
Temperatures will be falling through the twenties

during the day. Mostly .cloudy skies and widely
scattered snow flurries will continue Friday
night with a low dipping to the
10 to 15 range.
The . weekend weather is shaping up well even
though it will be cold. Skies will be partly
cloudy on Saturday and Sunday. Highs will range
from 27 to 32 on Satin day and 32 to 37 on Sunday;
Morning lows will be 1.4 to 19. TH1V1A: A Wisper
s- a 'Wen-d- af
i
ined vallev wind of
-

thd-Rhin-

o.

"the congregation-in-residenc-

e

on campus"

Dsrbsro Osa. Minister

Tk$ Church House

Ccrpas Extension: 2398
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Woosfer swimmers swim in Conference this
weekend

Three to

College of Wooster swimming
eoaeh Keith Beckett made it clear
that his goals for the North Coast
Athletic Conference championships,
which begin February 11th at
Oberlin College, have not changed
since the beginning of the season.
"We are hoping oar women will
finish at least third at the conference
meet and that the men will
strengthen their grip on fourth
place." he said. "We also would like

Great

Newsservices.

to qualify as many of our swimmers Schwersler, Jill McLaughlin as well
as possible for nationals."
as Baumann in the freestyle relay.
Freshman sensation Brooke
Others who have an excellent
Henderson leads the way for the chance to qualify are Sarah Frost in
Scotties. She has qualified for na- the 200 and
individual
d
tionals in three relay events
medley and Todorich in the 100 and
d
medley,
medley and
butterfly. In addition,
d
freestyle) and one in- Henderson still has a chance to
the
d
dividual event
freestyle). qualify in the
freestyle,
She is Joined by Jennifer Kellam. while Baumann is hoping to qualify
Lori Todorich and Kris Baumann in in the 100 and d
freestyle.
Although the men's Scot swim team
the two medley relays and by Kay
400-ya-

rd

(200-yar-

400-yar-

200-ya-

rd

200-yar-

100-ya-

(50-yar-

rd

speak at

has no national qualifiers to date,
several have an excellent chance to
do so at the conference championship. Among the leading candidates
to qualify are Junior Scott If cLean in
d
the
freestyle and Ted Au in
the 100 and
breaststroke. In
addition, senior diver Tim Bruno has
an excellent chanee to qualify.
200-yar-

200-ya-

rd

200-yar-

Decisions
By Roger Gordon
Am in If irabedini. Dawn Haghighi
and If anmohan Singh wil be the

guest speakers at the final "Great
Decisions on Foreign Policy 1888" on
Thursday. February 27, in Wishart
Hall's Lean Lecture Room. The
discussion will begin at 7:30 p.m.
and the topic will be "Religion in In-

ternational

r

Hi

jfii

4-liiv

Sj)

V

:'as535

CfegS

Politics:

the

Why

Resurgence?" '
If irabedini, a COW alumnus who
is currently residing in Wooster. is a
native of Iran. Growing up there, he
will talk about the development of
his own ideas about Iran and the
United States. Haghighi. a senior, is
of the Ba'hal faith, a religion which
the Iranians are currently trying to
prosecute. She will talk about her ex
periences with the Ba'hai faith.
Singh, of the Sikh faith in India, will
speak about his whole experience of
Sikhs in India. Some Sikhs are cons
fronting India's government in the
fight to make their own separate
state.
David Guldin, of the Department
of Sociology, will be the forum's
moderator.
Anyone who would like to obtain
background information on the
forum may purchase the book
"Great Decisions" at the Lowry
front desk or from Gordon Shall of
the Political Science Department

,

The Pause
That

5)

Refreshes

Round trip. Anywhere we go.
This Spring Break, if you and your
friends are thinking about heading to the
slopes, the beach or just home for a visit,
Greyhound can take you there. For only $99
or less, round trip.
From February 15 through April 27, all
you do is show us your college student I.D.
card when you purchase your ticket. Your

Muat pram a vabd ooHegr prutirnl I D card upon purchaar. No odw
oncounti apply Ticafts ar nuwaiuauabar and food for art on Grrvoind
Ljpi hK., and odw paniiantcMTCT Oram ir nmuumapprr OOa

tBeant HV6

Ofiex

knMl.

Not

rtbd a Canada.

us."

426 South Market St.,
iI

i

.

ticket will then be good for travel for 15 days
from the date of purchase.
So this Spring Break, get a real break.
Go anywhere Greyhound goes for $99 or less.
For more information, call Greyhound.

gqgreykou::d
leave the driving to
O lfK4 Cmukmim

Warm Up
with a Book

262-034-

1

3.
A

yConence O. "TVit&o.

BOOKSTORE... ANO MOPE!!!"

J

